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Abstract

In this paper we define the logic GCSRL (generalised continuous stochastic reward logic)
that provides means to reason about systems that have stateswhich sojourn times are either
greater zero, in which case this sojourn time is exponentially distributed (tangible states), or zero
(vanishing states). In case of generalised stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) and stochastic process
algebras it turned out that these vanishing states can be very useful when it comes to define
system behaviour. In the same way these states are useful fordefining system properties using
stochastic logics. We extend both the semantic model and thesemantics of CSRL such that it
allows to attach impulse rewards to transitions emanating from vanishing states. We show by
means of a small example how model checking GCSRL formulae works.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Distributed hard- and software systems have become part of our daily life and it becomes more
and more important to assert that they are working correctlyand that they meet high performance
and dependability requirements (performability, cf. [1],[2]). In order to carry out performance
and dependability analysis, it is necessary to have both a model and a number of measures of
interest, such as utilisation, mean number of jobs, mean time to failure, etc.

In the realm of functional verification, temporal logics such as CTL [3] provide powerful means
to specify complex requirements that a system has to satisfy. In the recent years big efforts have
been made to provide similar means for the specification of system properties in the area of
performance analysis. One result of these efforts is the logic CSL (continuous stochastic logic) [4],
[5].

Very recently, the relatively new but established technique of stochastic model checking has been
extended to the verification of performability properties.This extension required a new semantic
model (Markov Reward models (MRM)), new logics (continuousstochastic reward logic (CSRL)
and new model checking algorithms [6], [7].

In this note, we extend CSRL with means to specify and verify properties of models that contain
both timed (Markovian) and untimed (immediate) transitions. Untimed transitions are very useful
for modelling synchronisation, decision or cooperation schemes that can be assumed to consume
no or only negligible time. As an example, think of an unreliable transmission channel, where
the transmission takes measurable time, which is best modelled by a Markovian transition; since
the channel is unreliable, a received packet can be either error-free or could have been corrupted
during transmission, this is best modelled by two untimed transitions, representing the error-free
resp. the error case, which leads to different successive behaviour. It can be useful to enrich
untimed transitions with impulse rewards, in connection with an extension of CSRL, one then can
reason about, e.g., the probability that the number of corrupted data packet arrivals in a certain
time interval is below or above a certain threshold.



For stochastic logicswithout rewards, there are two logics, that allows us to reason about
systems with both timed and untimed behaviour. In [8] an extension of the logic CSL is described
that allows to specify and verify CSL properties over Markovchains with both timed and untimed
transitions. In [9] an extension of the logic SPDL [10], IM-SPDL, having the same aim was
described. For stochasticreward logics, such an extension has not been proposed so far.

II. EXTENDED MARKOV REWARD MODELS

The semantic model of the logic GCSRL is an extended Markov reward model (EMRM). An
EMRM has two types of transitions, immediate and Markovian transitions. Immediate transitions
are untimed transitions, whereas Markovian transitions are associated with an exponentially dis-
tributed delay.

Definition 2.1 (Extended Markov Reward Model):An extended Markov reward model is an
eight-tupleM := (s, S, AP, L, ρZ , ρJ , RI , RM ), where:

• s is the unique initial state,
• S is a finite set of states,
• AP is the set of atomic propositions,
• L : S 7→ 2AP is the state labelling function, that associates with everystates ∈ S the set of

atomic propositions which hold in that state,
• ρZ : S 7→ IR>0, is the state reward function, that associates with every state a reward rate,
• ρJ : (RI ∪ RM ) 7→ IR>0 is the impulse reward function, that relates to every transition in

M an impulse reward,
• RI : S× IP ×S is the immediate transition relation, whereIP = (0, 1], If (s, p, s′) ∈ RI , we

will write s
p,j-------➤ s′, wherep ∈ IP is a probability andρJ ((s, p, s′)) = j is the impulse

reward attached to that transition.
• RM : S × IR×S is the Markovian transition relation. If(s, λ, s′) ∈ RM , we writes

λ,j−−→ s′,
with ρJ((s, λ, s′)) = j the impulse reward attached to that transition.

Example 2.1:In Fig. 1 the EMRM for a simple processing unit is given. A job that is processed
can be in different phasess1 to s3. The completion of each phase is delayed according to the
Markovian transitions with ratesλ1 to λ3. Each phase can be interrupted by a failure of the
processing unit, with ratesµ1 to µ3. The failures can be either disastrous, with probability1− p1

or non-disastrous, with probabilityp1. In case of a disastrous failure, (leading to states12), the
complete previous work is lost, and the job has to be processed from the beginning. If the error
is non-disastrous, (leading to statess7, s9, ands11), a rollback to the last error-free state can be
made. After the job completes, the processing unit either goes into a stand-by mode (states5)
with probabilityp2, or starts directly with the processing of a new job (with probability 1 − p2).
The states bear the following atomic propositions:

L(s1) = L(s2) = L(s3) = L(s4) = oper

L(s4) = finished

L(s5) = standby

whereoper indicates an error-free state of the system, andfinished the successful completion of
a job. The state reward functionρZ is defined as follows:

ρZ(s1) = ... = ρZ(s3) = 1

All other states have state reward zero. The transitions from vanishing statess6, s8 resp. s10

to states12 have impulse reward 1, which is useful when we want to “count”the number of
non-correctable errors (cf. Example 3.1).

III. GCSRL - SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

In this section we will give the syntax and semantics of GCSRL, mainly in an informal style.
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Fig. 1. EMRM for processing unit

A. Syntax of GCSRL

The syntax of GCSRL formulae is defined by the following grammar, which is slightly different
from the syntactic definition in [6], where only state rewards where considered.

Definition 3.1 (Syntax of GCSRL):Let p ∈ [0, 1] be a probability,q ∈ AP be an atomic
proposition, and⊲⊳∈ {<,≤, >,≥} a comparison operator. GCSRL state formulae are then defined
as stated below.

Φ := q
∣

∣ ¬Φ
∣

∣ Φ ∨ Φ
∣

∣ S⊲⊳p(Φ)
∣

∣ P⊲⊳p(φ)
∣

∣ (Φ),

whereφ is a GCSRL path formula:

φ := XI
J,ZΦ

∣

∣ ΦUI
J,ZΦ,

whereI = [t, t′] is the real time interval, witht ∈ IR≥0 and t′ ∈ IR>0 ∪ {∞}, J = [j, j′] is the
real impulse reward interval, withj ∈ IR≥0 andj′ ∈ IR>0∪{∞}, andZ = [y, y′] is the real state
reward interval, withy ∈ IR≥0 andy′ ∈ IR>0 ∪ {∞}.

B. Semantics of GCSRL

Except forP⊲⊳p(ΦUI
J,ZΨ), we will explain the semantics of GCSRL in an informal style.

Depending on the lower resp. upper bounds of the intervalsI, J , andZ the semantics of GCSRL
path formulae can vary. We will give the semantics of path formulae only for the casesI = [0, t],
J = [0, j], andZ = [0, y]. In the sequel, the notion of apath is very important.

Definition 3.2 (Paths in EMRMs):A path σ of an EMRM M is a sequence of transitions of
the form

s1
t1,j1−−−→ s2

t2,j2−−−→ ...,

whereti ∈ IR≥0 is the real sojourn time insi before passing tosi+1, andji is the impulse reward
gained, when going fromsi to si+1. si = σ[i] is the (i + 1)st state of pathσ.

1) Informal GCSRL Semantics:The meaning of GCSRL formulae can informally be described
as follows.

1) The semantics of atomic propositions (q), negation(¬Φ), disjunction(Φ∨Ψ) is defined the
usual way [11].

2) S⊲⊳p(Φ) asserts that the steady-state probability of the set ofΦ-states, i.e. the probability to
reside in aΦ-state, once the system has reached stationarity, satisfiesthe bounds as imposed
by ⊲⊳ p.



3) P⊲⊳p(φ) asserts that the (transient) probability measure of the paths that satisfyφ is within
the bounds as given by⊲⊳ p.

4) A path σ satisfiesXI
J,ZΦ (“next”), iff σ[1] satisfiesΦ, the sojourn time inσ[0] does not

exceedt time units, the state reward, accumulated inσ[0] is not greater thany, and finally
the impulse reward, gained when transiting fromσ[0] to σ[1] lies within the specified interval
J .

5) A pathσ satisfiesΦUI
J,ZΨ (“until”), iff within t time units a stateσ[k] is reached that satisfies

Ψ, all preceeding statesσ[i], 0 ≤ i < k must satisfyΦ, the state reward accumulated in
statesσ[i] is not above the upper bound ofZ, and the overall impulse reward, gained when
taking the path fromσ[0] to σ[k] lies within J .

2) Formal Semantics forφ = ΦUI
J,ZΨ: The formal semantics ofφ = ΦUI

J,ZΨ is defined as
follows and characterises pathsM in an EMRMM that satisfyφ.

Definition 3.3 (Semantics ofUI
J,Z path formulae):

σ |= ΦUI
J,ZΨ ⇐⇒ ∃k ≥ 0(σ[k] |= Ψ ∧

∀i < k(σ[i] |= Φ ∧
k−1
∑

l=0

tl ≤ t ∧ SRt ≤ y ∧ JRt ≤ j)),

whereSRt is the accumulated state reward up to timet, andJRt the impulse reward gained up
to time t:

SRt :=

k−1
∑

l=0

ρZ(σ[l]) · tl + (t −
k−1
∑

l=0

tl) · ρZ(σ[k]),

JRt :=
k−1
∑

l=0

jl.

Example 3.1:Returning to Example 2.1, using GCSRL we can express the following properties
the system should satisfy:

• Φ1 := P<0.0001(operU
[0,75]
[0,2],∅finished): Is the probability that the job finishes within 75 time

units smaller than 0.0001, given that at most 2 disastrous failures occurred within the given
time interval?

• Φ2 := P≥0.75(operU
[35,50]
[0,0],∅ finished): Is the probability that, when the job needs between 35

and 50 time units until completion, no disastrous failure event occurs, at least 75 percent?
• Φ3 := S≥0.9999(oper) : In steady-state, is the probability of the system is being operational

at least 99.99 percent?
• Φ4 := P>0.9(trueU

[150,200]
∅,[0,75] standby): Is the probability to reach thestandby-state after at least

150, but at most 200 time units with probability greater 0.9,thereby having accumulated state
rewards of at most 75?

IV. M ODEL CHECKING GCSRL

A. General Idea and Classification of States

In principle, our aim is to reduce model checking GCSRL to model checking CSRL. To do so,
we have to transform the EMRMM into an MRM C. Therefore, we will remove the vanishing
states fromM and adopt the remaining transitions accordingly. It is useful to characterise more
precisely the set of states of an EMRM.

Definition 4.1 (States of an EMRM):An EMRM M possesses two state classes, vanishing and
tangible states. A state is calledvanishingif it has at least one outgoing untimed transition. A
state with only Markovian transitions is calledtangible.

We will denote the set of vanishing states bySV an and the set of tangible states bySTan. It
holdsS = SV an ∪ STan andSV an ∩ STan = ∅.



B. Model CheckingP⊲⊳p(ΦUI
J,ZΨ)

Here, we will briefly introduce the basic model checking procedure for GCSRL formulae of the
kind P⊲⊳p(ΦUI

J,ZΨ). Following [12], the procedure of transforming an EMRMM into an MRM
C can roughly be described as follows.

1) Make¬Φ andΨ states inM absorbing:M[¬Φ ∨ Ψ] [5].
2) ComputeC from M[¬Φ ∨ Ψ] [12]:

a) While SV an is not empty

i) choose a statesv from SV an

ii) incoming transitions tosv have to be redirected to its successor:

• s
λ,j1−−→ sv ∧ sv

p,j2--------➤ s′ ⇒ s
p·λ,j1+j2−−−−−−→ s′

• s
p1,j1---------➤ sv ∧ sv

p2,j2---------➤ s′ ⇒ s
p1·p2,j1+j2----------------➤ s′

Generally, the algorithm computes the transitive hull overthe untimed transitions.
On C we then have to compute the transient probability:

P⊲⊳p(ΦUI
J,ZΨ) =

∑

s′∈STan

YC
ss′(t, y, j)

YC
ss′(t, y, j) is the joint probability to be at time instantt in states′, having accumulated state

resp. impulse rewards of at mosty resp.j and havings as initial state:

YC
ss′(t, y, j) = Pr(σ@t = s′,SRt ≤ y,JRt ≤ j

∣

∣σ@0 = s),

whereσ@t resp.σ@0 characterise the states ofM at time instantt resp. 0. The computation
of YC

ss′(t, y, j) is the crucial point of model checking CSRL, to which we have reduced the
original model checking problem of GCSRL. In [6] a number of algorithms for the computation
of YC

ss′ (t, y, j) is described. We will now illustrate the transformation process by means of a small
example.

Example 4.1:Consider the EMRM from Example 2.1 and take formulaΦ4 from Example 3.1.
In Fig. 2 we find the result of transforming the EMRM from Fig. 1into an MRM. In the EMRM
M of Fig. 1 there was a transitions4

p2------➤ s5. States4 is a vanishing state, and has to be deleted,
its incoming transitions are redirected to the successor statess5 resp.s1, the rate of the incoming
transition of states4, λ3 is thereby weighted with the appropriate probabilities (cf. Fig. 2):

s3
λ3·p2−−−→ s5

s3
λ3·(1−p2)−−−−−−→ s1

Similarly, statess6, s8, and s10 are vanishing, and must be deleted. For example, transition

s6
p1,0--------➤ s7 is replaced bys1

µ1·p1,0−−−−→ s7 and s6
1−p1,1-----------➤ s12 is replaced bys1

µ1·(1−p1),1−−−−−−−→
s12. For model checkingΦ4 we only have to make states5 absorbing, which is the only state
that is assumed to satisfy the atomic propertystandby (cf. Example 2.1). That means, transition
s5

ω−→ s1 has to be deleted (cf. Fig. 3). Formula¬true = false is not satisfied by any state,
therefore, no further state has to be made absorbing. The result of this procedure is the MRM
C[standby]. Finally, on C[standby] the reward distributionYC[standby]

ss′ (t, y, j) can be computed, using
appropriate CSRL model checking algorithms [6].

C. Numerical Results

For all the formulaeΦ1 to Φ4, from Example 3.1, we will give some numerical results.
The results were computed using the tool MRMC [13], using theTijms-Veldman discretisation
algorithm [14]. The experiments were run on a Intel Pentium IV, 3.2 GHz, with 1 GB RAM,
running SuSe Linux 10.0 as operating system.
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Fig. 2. MRM for processing unit
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Fig. 3. MRM with s5 made absorbing forΦ4

Transforming the EMRM to an MRM took only negligible time, the bottleneck of the analysis
is the computation ofYC

ss′(t, y, j), as can be seen from Table I.
We assume that states1 is our initial state, thus, not satisfyingΦi ( ), resp. satisfyingΦi (

√
)

must be seen with respect to this initial state.

V. CONCLUSION

In this note we have presented the basic idea of extending thelogic CSRL to GCSRL such that
we can also reason about reward-based properties of systemsthat have both timed and untimed
behaviour.



Property: M.C. Time: Satisfied:

Φ1 22.67 sec.  

Φ2 14.29 sec.  

Φ3 < 1 msec.  

Φ4 71.85 sec.
√

TABLE I

MODEL CHECKING TIMES FOR FORMULAEΦ1 TO Φ4

Currently, we are defining the semantics of GCSRL path formulae for lower time and reward
bounds other than zero. We also plan to define an appropriate notion of bisimulation for GCSRL
and check whether the validity of GCSRL formulae is preserved under bisimulation, as it is the
case for CSL [5].

Due to the high numerical complexity of computingYC
ss′(t, y, j), we have parallelised some of

the algorithms of [6] for running on a traditional cluster system, for first results see [15]. In the
future we plan also to do parallelisation on new multi-core processors.
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